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Hello Friends,

I am grateful for all of you.

I am proud of how we are handling this chaos.

The yoga yogamn Collective is remarkable. I don’t say that with misplaced
pride or unsupported evidence or my usual gushing.

I say it because I experience it everyday.

The big picture is for me is to contribute to flattening the curve of theThe big picture is for me is to contribute to flattening the curve of the
spread of this virus.spread of this virus.

It is the safest measure and most effective action to close yogamn.It is the safest measure and most effective action to close yogamn.

It’s a tough decision as I see people doing yoga, smiling, breathing,
feeling the relief of a sense of normalcy at yoga.

We have to protect those who are vulnerable, and all the peroxide,
bleach, Thieves and positive thinking can’t provide the heightened
protection needed right now.

I can’t control:

Recommended Social Distance of 6'
Travelers attending yoga
People who are unknown carriers 
Hand washing

I can control:

Yoga can be done anywhere
We will open again and move together soon
Myself and my actions. I will meditate. Think Positive. Drink Water. Eat as
healthy as I can. Do yoga and dance everyday.

Please give me a day or two to sort all this out. 

Our immediate actions:

yogayogamn will continue to offer and add online classes via our website.
You will see your favorite teachers and staffers
ECP’s will be optional: please contact happyeggplants@yogamn.com —We
would love for you to keep your auto pay and take advantage of our lovely,
fun, folksy online classes
There will be a link to optionally “pay” for the online classes if you are not an
ECP holder. As you can. As you wish. Our yogayogamn original PWUC.
All eligible packages will be extended to account for this closure…just give

http://www.yogamn.com
mailto:happyeggplants@yogamn.com


us time to sort it out please. 
Please understand that we will not be offering refunds of any kind.

What can you control? Figure that out and then do it.

Much love, respect and blessings to you all,
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